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SECTIONAL CATALOG
As the central point of your home, a sectional
serves as the fundamental furniture piece that
sets the tone for your living space.
See a breakdown of styles and designs in our
helpful sectional shopping guide.

READ ON >
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253962 MARCOS Sofa w/ Reversible Chaise

223418 ARROWMASK 2pc Sectional w/ Chaise

248436 TAREN II Reversible Sofa/Chaise Sleeper w/ Storage Ottoman

ARROWMASK

TAREN II

As stylish as it is comfortable, the Arrowmask sectional has it all for less. Textured grey fabric, tufted

You’ll love having this multipurpose design in your space. Not only does it include a reversible chaise

back cushions and a plush chaise make this design divine. Get it with or without a sleeper.

cushion - which rests easy on the left or right side - it pulls out to reveal a queen memory foam
mattress, and features a storage ottoman.

Very pleased!
"We love our couch!!! We were looking for
something comfortable and affordable that
would fit our large family of 5. This Sectional
does just that" by Dcole

GET IT
NOW:

Two Tone
Charcoal

Customize
In store or
online

223406 ARROWMASK 2pc Sectional w/ Sleeper & Chaise
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up to 62 color choices. View All

274850 MORRO BAY 3pc Power Reclining Sectional

MORRO BAY
Everyone will gravitate towards your living room thanks to the undeniable allure of our Morro Bay
power reclining sectional. Thanks to a flexible modular configuration and plush feather blend seats
and backs, it’s truly the ultimate lounge.

Additional Options Available

274849 MORRO BAY
3pc Power Reclining Sectional

268556 MORRO BAY 6pc Power Reclining
Console Sectional w/ Power Headrest & USB

268552 MORRO BAY 5pc Power Reclining
Sectional w/ Power Headrest
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244080 TUCKER Sofa w/ Reversible Chaise

206402 COSMOS Grey 2pc Sectional w/ Chaise

TUCKER

COSMOS

You can bring comfort and style to your living room for less thanks to our Tucker sofa with

The Cosmos sectional combines comfortable mid-century modern style with an exceptional value.

reversible chaise. The design features a chaise cushion and movable ottoman, which switch

Add simplicity and sophistication to your living room with clean lines and tapered legs.

from the right side to the left side depending on where you want to stretch out.
GET THE
MATCHING
OTTOMAN!

Love it!
"We love this couch! It’s comfortable and the perfect size for our living room.
The price is great too!" by VeroP

206391 COSMOS Grey Cocktail Ottoman
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251090 AMHERST Cobblestone 2pc Sectional

AMHERST
It doesn’t get more trendy or lounge-worthy than our hip Amherst sectional. From the fully
exposed wood base, to the thick foam cushions and tweed-inspired fabric, every detail is as cool as
can be. Not to mention, the unique chaise section that welcomes you to stretch out and relax.

GET THE
MATCHING
OTTOMAN!

Love!
"Love love love this couch!! It's so pretty and fits any color / style.
I'm so happy I purchased this couch!" by EliseC
251096 AMHERST Cobblestone Ottoman
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106084 KRISTEN Silver Grey 6pc Power Reclining Sectional

225935 LUCY Grey 2pc Sectional

KRISTEN

LUCY

Experience what first-class lounging looks and

Neutral, versatile, comfortable style is what our Lucy 2-piece sectional is all about.

feels like with this luxury collection. Offered in
two shades, the grand 6-piece sectionals boast
wall -hugging, power-reclining components and
game-changing adjustable headrests that bring
you to new levels of comfort.

Super!

This streamlined modern piece features a design that fits how you live in your living room.

"This sectional was exactly what we were
looking for. It is such a pleasure to watch TV
in a relaxed position. The power reclining is an

Grey

extra bonus." by LuvAZ

Dark Grey

GET THE
MATCHING
OTTOMAN!

Key Features
Adjustable
Headrests

USB Port

Power
Reclining
225906 LUCY Grey Storage Cocktail Ottoman
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250752 AQUARIUS II Dark Grey 2pc Sectional

AQUARIUS II

Light Grey

Dark Grey

Forever cool mid-century style hits a high note on our Aquarius 2-piece sectional, which
offers the sought-after look at an extraordinary value. Tapered legs, inner arm cushions and a
squared-off silhouette add up to serious sophistication.

GET THE
MATCHING
OTTOMAN!

Great Couch!
"This couch is great! It’s a perfect size, clean and simple lines and super comfortable! The chaise is
nice and wide! The whole family fits great on it!" by Sdavis100
250746 AQUARIUS II Cocktail Ottoman
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269894 MARCEL 3pc Sectional By Nate Berkus And Jeremiah Brent

MARCEL
Whether for a busy family room or formal living space, Nate and Jeremiah’s Marcel sectional is
the epitome of style mixed with livability. The armless design features deep seating and dark
charcoal velvet upholstery to bring casual luxury to any room.

GET IT
NOW:

Monaco
Charcoal

Customize
In store or
online
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up to 40 color choices. View All

SEE MORE SECTIONAL STYLES ONLINE
Visit www.livingspaces.com
to see our all of our offerings.

249317 ASPEN Tranquil Foam 2pc Sleeper Sectional w/ Armless Chaise

Stay connected @livingspaces
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